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A theoretical model of electron–electron scattering in multisubband systems is proposed and used to
set up a Monte Carlo simulator of quantum cascade lasers. Special features of the electron–electron
scattering model are the following:sid A fast and accurate computation of bare potential matrix
elements by means of Fourier analysis is developed.sii d A screening model is proposed that allows
us to describe intersubband matrix elements.siii d Nonequilibrium screening factors, defined through
an effective subband temperature for each subband, are periodically reevaluated.sivd The developed
algorithm makes use of rejection procedures in order to determine the correct number of scattering
events as well as the distribution of the final states. Other characteristics of the model are the
following: the energy levels and the wave functions are determined in a self-consistent way, the
Pauli exclusion principle is included, and the periodicity of the structure is accounted for. This
model is applied to the study of a terahertz resonant phonon quantum cascade laser. A large
influence of the screening model on the subband population is demonstrated. For the considered
design, emission at a frequency as low as 1 THz is confirmed. We have found that the magnitude
of population inversion phenomena may be strongly sensitive to electron–electron scattering,
reducing the possible performance near 1 THz. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1840100g

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, quantum cascade lasers1

sQCL’sd have proved to be one of the best avenues for de-
veloping compact, low consumption solid-state sources in
the midinfrared spectral region.2 There is currently a tremen-
dous effort3,4 to extend their operating frequency range to-
ward the terahertz region, where they have very few com-
petitors, despite a wealth of attractive applications in, e.g.,
biomedical imaging, gas sensing, or molecular spectroscopy.
At least two different designs of QCL’s have experimentally
demonstrated a terahertz emission. The first one, based on
“chirped superlattice,” has been proposed by Köhleret al.3 In
this QCL, extraction from the lower radiative state takes
place via intraminiband transport and scattering. A different
design, in which depopulation occurs by resonant polar
optic-phonon scattering has been proposed by Williamset
al.5 For this kind of device, an operation atl.100 mm
s,3 THzd up to a temperature of 77 K in pulsed mode has
been recently reported.6

QCL’s are unipolar semiconductor lasers based on tran-
sitions between subbands in a multi-quantum-well structure.
Therefore, the lasing frequency can be varied in a wide range
through a careful design of epitaxial structure. However, the
complexity of QCL’s makes highly desirable simulation tools
that can deal with the complicated physical phenomena
involved.

One of the most powerful tools for investigating charge

transport in semiconductors is the Monte Carlo method. This
technique has been extensively described in the literature.7

Adapting Monte Carlo simulation to QCL is not a trivial
task. First of all, since electrons move in the perpendicular
direction, one has to treat a quantum transport problem.
However, it has been shown that a Boltzmann-like formal-
ism, disregarding phase coherent phenomena, is sufficient, at
least for the stationary state.8 With such an approach, the
major problem arises from the huge number of possible scat-
tering paths. This question is especially severe for terahertz
QCL due to the large number of states involved in transport.
Moreover, subbands are close in energy, separated by typi-
cally less than one phonons"vpo.36 meV in GaAsd, and
therefore they are strongly coupled by Coulomb scattering
which can play a prominent role.

The modeling of this scattering mechanism in Monte
Carlo simulation faces many difficulties of both technical
and theoretical nature. For example, scattering rates depend
on the distribution function, which is an unknown of the
simulation, and thus has to be treated in a self-consistent
way, generally using a rejection technique. Electron–electron
scattering has been described in a number of papers,9–13 but
only for quantum wells with one or a few populated sub-
bands. In QCL’s, the situation is much more complex owing
to the large number of levels, and thus form-factor evaluation
requires a prohibitive computational cost. The need to ac-
count for screening in a many-subbandsMSd system makes
the situation even worse. However, this question has been
rigorously addressed only for rather simple systems,14

whereas for complex structures like QCL’s, crude approxi-adElectronic mail: olivier.bonno@laposte.net
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mations are generally used. Therefore, a simplified MS
model is needed, which throws a bridge between the simple
but inaccurate single-subband screening model15 sS3Md and
the rigorous but time-consuming full MS model.

To this aim, we describe a Monte Carlo simulator, in-
cluding electron–electron scattering, to study MS systems.
Although we focus on the specific case of QCL, the model is
quite general and can also be applied to study carrier–carrier
scattering in any multi-quantum-well structure. A strategy to
reduce drastically the computational cost of evaluating the
form factor is developed. Some approximations are proposed
in order to account for MS screening in a tractable way.
Simple expressions for the screening parameters are derived
using an effective subband temperature. They are reevaluated
periodically during the simulation in order to account for the
nonequilibrium conditions. As a test-bed example of a MS
system, we apply our model to the structure proposed by
Williams et al.5 which, according to Lee and Wacker,16 can
also operate near 1 THz.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the Monte Carlo model emphasizing the
electron–electron scattering implementation and the screen-
ing model. The main results are presented in Sec. III. Finally,
the main conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. TRANSPORT MODEL

A. General features: Electronic states

The determination of quantized energies as well as wave
functions in heterostructures have been extensively described
in a previous report17 and will only be briefly outlined here.
Electron states are determined by solving the coupled
Schrödinger and Poisson equations. In the framework of the
envelope function theory for a two-dimensional electron gas,
the wave functionfnszd of the nth state is a solution of a
Schrödinger-like equation,

Hfnszd = «nsK dfnszd, s1d

where H is the BenDaniel–Duke Hamiltonian,18 K is the
two-dimensional in-plane wave vector,z is the coordinate
along the confinement direction, and«nsK d is the dispersion
relation. Owing to nonparabolicity,H is itself dependent on
energy, a fact that is accounted for following the method of
Thobelet al.19

In theoretical studies,20 one considers a QCL as an infi-
nite repetition of an elementary sequence called a “stage.”
Thanks to this periodicity, wave functions and energy levels
are determined using the following scheme:sid the
Schrödinger equation is solved on 2p+1 stages;sii d each
wave function is assigned to a stage, according to the prob-
ability of presence. Then the states belonging to the central
stage are replicated 2p times with proper shifts in space and
energy;siii d the potential is obtained from Poisson’s equa-
tion, assuming conservation of electronic charge in each
stage, so that one can define a local Fermi level. The calcu-
lation is iterated until self-consistency is achieved.

Recently, it has been shown that coherent phenomena in
QCL’s can be disregarded as long as short-time behavior is
not under study.8 Therefore, it is possible to neglect off-

diagonal elements of the density operator, and to derive a
Boltzmann-like equation for the diagonal components.
Hence, perpendicular transport in QCL may be studied by
means of a Monte Carlo simulation. Such a simulator is pre-
sented in this work, whose essential features are described in
the following. The main scattering mechanisms are included,
i.e., phononspolar optic and acoustic, considering only bulk
modesd, ionized impurity, and alloy scattering.17,19 These
scattering rates are evaluated as a function of the in-plane
wave vector accounting for nonparabolicity. In this work,
only electron–electron scattering is treated in the parabolic
approximation, which is widely used in the literature. This
assumption, although very convenient, is not too severe for
GaAs/AlGaAs systems, owing to the small conduction-band
nonparabolicity coefficient. The coupling between adjacent
stages is taken into account by evaluating all intra- and in-
terstage matrix elements. In the Monte Carlo simulation, we
account for the periodicity of the structures in the following
way: an electron which undergoes an interstage transition is
reinjected into the corresponding subband of the central
stage.20 Finally, degeneracy is included in the model follow-
ing the approach described in Ref. 21.

B. Electron–electron scattering

In this work, we only investigate the short-range part of
the Coulomb interaction,22 neglecting electron–plasmon scat-
tering. We consider a “principal” electron in subbandn with
two-dimensional wave vectorK and a “partner” electron in
subbandm with wave vectorP. The final states of these two
electrons are, respectively,un8K 8l and um8P8l. Starting from
the Fermi golden rule, the probability per unit time that the
principal electron undergoes a Coulomb scattering is given
by23

lnn8sK d =
me

*

4"3pA o
m,m8,P

fmsPdE
0

2p

duuMnmn8m8sQdu2, s2d

whereme
* is the electron effective mass,A is the normaliza-

tion area,Q=K −K 8 is the exchanged wave vector,u is the
angle betweenP−K andP8−K 8, andMnmn8m8sQd is the ma-
trix element of the transition.

The presence in Eq.s2d of the partner distribution func-
tion fmsPd, which is unknowna priori, is a well-recognized
difficulty7 that is generally circumvented through a rejection
technique.10 This approach requires an upper bound of
lnn8sK d that we choose as

Lnn8 =
me

*

2"3 o
m,m8

nmMnmn8m8
2 , s3d

where nm is the electronic density of subbandm, and
Mnmn8m8

2 is the maximum ofuMnmn8m8sQdu2. During the simu-
lation, scattering events are selected with the probabilities24

Lnn8, but the rejection technique allows us to obtain the cor-
rect number of scattering events and the distribution of final
states. In the simulation, when a simulated electron under-
goes a Coulomb interaction, the partner electron is chosen at
random from the ensemble, and its final subbandm8 is se-
lected according to the relative contributionMnmn8m8

2 in the
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summation in Eq.s3d. The Pauli exclusion principle is then
applied to both the partner and principal electrons.21 We ac-
count for exchange scattering between spin- 1/2 particles
with the symmetrized expression of the transition matrix
element,23

uMnmn8m8sQdu2 = 1
2fuVnmn8m8sQdu2 + uVnmm8n8sQ8du2

− Vnmn8m8sQdVnmm8n8sQ8dg, s4d

whereQ8=K −P8, andVnmn8m8sQd is the matrix element of
the Coulomb potential.

The first step of electron–electron scattering rate compu-
tation is the determination of the bare potential matrix ele-
ments, which are expressed as

Vnmn8m8
bare sQd =

e0
2

2k

Fnmn8m8sQd

Q
, s5d

where e0 is the elementary electronic charge, andk is the
static permittivity assumed to be uniform all throughout the
structure. Form factors are given by10

Fnmn8m8sQd =E E wnn8sz1de−Quz1−z2uwmm8sz2ddz1dz2, s6d

wherewnn8szd=fnszdfn8
* szd. In Eq. s6d, each integral extends

over the whole lengthL of the 2p+1 stages, and a brute
force computation of each coefficient is quite lengthy. One
has to consider, for each value ofQ, a number of coefficients
proportional to the fourth power of the number of subbands
Nsb and, therefore, the direct use of Eq.s6d is definitely pro-
hibitive for MS systems such as QCL. Previous investiga-
tions have made use of analytical expressions obtained as-
suming sine wave functions.25 Obviously, such an
assumption is no longer relevant here. However, it is always
possible, without loss of accuracy, to use Fourier decompo-
sition. As we will show, this leads to expressions which can
be evaluated efficiently. It is convenient to work onwnn8szd,

wnn8szd . o
s=−NH

NH

gs
nn8 expsisk0zd, s7d

where i2=−1, NH is the number of retained harmonics,gs
nn8

is thesth Fourier coefficient, andk0=2p /L.26

Rewriting Eq.s6d using the Fourier series ofwnn8sz1d and
wmm8sz2d, one has to evaluate the following expression:

Fnmn8m8sQd . o
s1=−NH

NH

o
s2=−NH

NH

gs1

nn8gs2

mm8Gs1s2
sQd, s8d

where

Gs1s2
sQd =E

0

L E
0

L

eis1k0z1eis2k0z2e−Quz1−z2udz1dz2. s9d

After some algebra, one finds

Gs1s2
sQd =

2LQds1,−s2

Q2 + s2
2k0

2 +
2se−QL − 1dsQ2 + s1s2k0

2d
sQ2 + s1

2k0
2dsQ2 + s2

2k0
2d

,

s10d

whered is the Kronecker function. Using Eq.s10d , it is easy
to show that the double summation in Eq.s8d can be calcu-
lated by performing five summations over a single index,
thus allowing to dramatically speed up the computation. For
example, applying directly formulas6d with a typical length
of 300 nm discretized intoNz=3000 points, each value of
Fnmn8m8sQd requiresNz

2.107 operations. With our method
and NH.100, only 53200=103 operations are needed,
hence saving CPU time in a ratio of 1:104. Thus our method
makes possible calculations which otherwise would have
been out of reach.27

C. Screening model

Dealing with two-dimensional screening phenomena in
MS systems, such as QCL’s, is a formidable task, requiring
huge computational resources for evaluating the dielectric
matrix. For this reason, screening is treated in an approxi-
mate manner. One generally assumes that only the lowest
subband contributes to the screening. Therefore, there is a
need for a tractable model which accounts for screening by
several populated subbands and properly describes both
intra- and intersubband scattering processes.

We adopt a static formulation of screening in the
random-phase approximation. In this framework, screened
potential matrix elementsVnmn8m8

scr sQd are solutions of the ten-
sorial equation,

Vnmn8m8
scr sQd = Vnmn8m8

bare sQd

+ o
jj8

Vnjn8j8
bare sQdPjj8sQdVjmj8m8

scr sQd, s11d

where PsQd is the polarizability tensor.28 The so-called
single-subband screening model assumes that all electrons
are in the ground subband, labeled byg in the following.
More precisely, the dielectric tensor reduces to a scalar di-
electric function, and all screened matrix elements are given
by

Vnmn8m8
scr sQd .

Vnmn8m8
bare sQd

kgsQd
, s12d

where kgsQd=1−Vgggg
baresQdPggsQd. However, it has been

shown by Lee and Galbraith,14 that the use of a single-
subband dielectric functionkgsQd for modeling intersubband
transitions leads to erroneous screened potential matrix ele-
ments. These authors argued that in MS systems, one should
account for intersubband polarizabilityPjj8, jÞj8, and un-
screened potential matrix elements. In other words, one has
to solve the fullNsb

4 3Nsb
4 equation systemfEq. s11d g. In the

literature, this has only been achieved for rather simple sys-
tems, e.g., for an infinite quantum well.29 In QCL’s, a com-
plete resolution is numerically intractable owing to the large
number of levels, thus some approximations must be
adopted. In this work, we propose to only retain in Eq.s11d
the couplessj ,j8d=sn ,n8d, sn8 ,nd andsg,gd, in order to ob-
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tain a system which is explicitly solved, giving

Vvmv8m8
scr sQd =

DgsQd
Dnn8gsQd

FVvmv8m8
bare sQd

+
Nnn8g sQdVgmgm8

bare sQd

DgsQd
G , s13ad

with

DgsQd = 1 −Vgggg
baresQdPggsQd, s13bd

Nnn8gsQd = Vvgv8g
bare sQdPggsQd, s13cd

Dnn8gsQd = DgsQd 3 f1 − Vnnn8n8
bare sQdPnn8sQdg

− Nvv8gsQdVgvgv8
bare sQdPvv8sQd. s13dd

The above formulas have been derived considering that only
subbandg contributes to the screening. They can be gener-
alized to the case where several significantly populated sub-
bands, labeledhg1,g2, . . .j, are effective in the screening. In
that case, we replace, in Eqs.s13ad–s13dd, each term contain-
ing Pgg by the corresponding summation overgj. For ex-
ample, in Eq.s13bd, one has to replace

Vgggg
baresQdPggsQd → o

j

Vgjgjgjgj

bare sQdPgjgj
sQd. s14d

D. Nonequilibrium electron–electron scattering

Since, in QCL, subband populations evolve in nonequi-
librium conditions, it is necessary to reevaluate the summa-
tion in s3d during the simulation. Moreover, the distribution
function enters the definition of the polarizability matrix el-
ements, and thus electron occupancies also influence
electron–electron probabilities throughMnmn8m8

2 . In this sub-
section we propose a method in order to account for the
nonequilibrium screening in a self-consistent way.

In the static long-wavelength limit, diagonal elements of
the polarizability tensor take the following expression14

Sn ; PnnsQ → 0d = − rnfns0d, s15ad

wherern=mn
* / sp"2d is the density of states, andmn

* is the
effective mass of subbandn. Nondiagonal elements are given
by

PnmsQ → 0d =
nn − nm

«n − «m

, s15bd

where«n is the eigenenergy associated with thenth state.30

In most papers,23,31,32Sn is recalculated during the simulation
using Eq.s15ad with the current value offns0d. However, in
practice this value depends critically on the discretization of
the phase space and, moreover, it strongly fluctuates. Thus, it
is more convenient to use global parameters,33 such as sub-
band density and electron temperature, which are less noisy
than the value offnsK d at a single point. To this aim, we use
expressions obtained for a Fermi–Dirac distribution
and we assume that they remain acceptable in QCL, pro-
vided that an effective temperatureTn is properly evaluated.

In this scheme, Eq. s15ad becomes Sn=−rnfns0d
=−rnh1−expf−nn / srnkBTndgj, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. We choose to define the electron temperatureTn

through a parameter, denoted here asGn, which can be inter-
preted as a measure of the broadening of the energy distri-
bution,

Gn =E
0

`

fns«df1 − fns«dgd« = kBTnF1

− expS−
nn

rnkBTn
DG , s16d

where fn is normalized so as to recover the subband density,

E
0

`

rnfns«dd« = nn. s17d

Equation s16d is valid for a Fermi–Dirac distribution in a
parabolic band and for a spherically symmetric distribution
function, however, it can be generalized to the nonparabolic
case. For a nondegenerate gas,Gn is given by

Gn .
nn

rn
S1 −

nn

2rnkBTn
D . s18d

Equations15ad becomes

Sn . −
nn

kBTn

. −
2rn

nn

snn − rnGnd . s19d

In the general case Eq.s16d is solved iteratively to giveTn.
We have verified that the use of the lattice temperature in-
stead ofTn would strongly overestimate the effect of screen-
ing, and hence underestimate electron–electron scattering.
The polarizability tensor and all electron–electron scattering
rates are updated at regularly spaced times, or whenever the
subband population changes significantly.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we present some results of Monte Carlo
simulation of resonant phonon QCL. In this kind of device,
the lower laser state is separated from the so-called “injector
states” by one phonon energy, so that polar optic-phonon
scattering provides a very efficient depopulation mechanism.
Moreover, the injector consists only of a few wells leading to
much simpler structures than chirped superlattice QCL. For
example, a published5 structure of this kind is composed of
four wells per stage, and has demonstrated lasing operation
at 3.4 THz up to 65 K. Its main drawback is the high thresh-
old current probably due to parasitic current paths.34 Re-
cently, Lee and Wacker16 suggested that this structure can
also operate at lower frequencies, close to 1 THz. The cor-
responding transitions occur between levels assigned to dif-
ferent periods of the structure. Therefore, for an unambigu-
ous description, one must take as the stage two elementary
periods of the initial structure. Within this picture, all lasing
transitions occur between states assigned to the same stage.
Following this point of view, in the remainder of this section,
we consider that a stage consists of eight wells.
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Figure 1 shows the band profile and squared wave func-
tions of this structure under an external fieldF
=12.2 kV cm−1, at a lattice temperatureTlatt=44 K, and for a
sheet densityNs=5.631014 m−2 per stage. Radiative transi-
tions experimentally reported by Williamset al. are 6→4
and 10→9. Those theoretically investigated by Leeet al.
near 3 and 1 THz are 5→4 and 7→6, respectively. In the
following discussion, we denote the former by “Class A”
transitions, and the latter by “Class B” transitions. Table I
summarizes the calculated energy separations and the dipole
matrix elements for both Class A and B.

The first point we wish to discuss is the influence of the
screening model for intra- and intersubband potential matrix
elements. For the calculation of bare potential matrix ele-
ments, we takeNH=100, which is sufficient to satisfy the
Parseval relation with an accuracy of up to 10−5. Three
screening models are considered:sid our screening model,
sii d the single-subband screening model, andsiii d the com-
plete inversion of the dielectric matrix, i.e., solving Eq.s11d.
For casessid and sii d, we assume that only the first subband
contributes to the screening, so thatg=1 in Eqs.s12d and
s13ad–s13dd.

First, we examine the case of a purely intrasubband tran-
sition. As an illustration, Fig. 2 presentsV2222 for the three
considered screening models. They all yield approximately
the same results, and prevent the divergence of the bare po-
tential matrix element in the long-wavelength limit.

We now turn our attention to intersubband transitions
illustrated by Fig. 3. The considered exampleV5665 is repre-

sentative of “intersubband interactions resulting in an inter-
subband transition,” according to the terminology of Leeet
al.14 One can see that a single-subband screening model
leads to an incorrect behavior of the screened matrix element
for small values ofQ, as pointed out by Lee and Galbraith.14

One notices, in particular, thatV5665sQd vanishes atQ=0,
resulting in a significant suppression of the interaction. This
model has two consequences on electron–electron scattering:
sid an underestimation of scattering rates by more than a
factor of 103 in the considered cases5→6 and 6→5d and
sii d an erroneous determination of final states at the end of
the rejection procedure. With our model, the screened poten-
tial is fairly close to the one obtained by inversion of the
dielectric matrix and exhibits the expected behavior forQ
→0.

We now present the results of the Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the structure of Fig. 1. Simulation parameters are the
conduction-band discontinuityDEc between GaAs and
AlGaAs estimated using a 62:38 rule, the number of sub-
bands Nsb=60, and the electron effective masses ofme

*

=0.067 in the well andme
* =0.08 in the barrier. We monitor

4000 electrons during 200 ps using a constant time stepDt
=2 fs.

To discuss the influence of the screening model, we
show in Fig. 4 the distribution of electron density among the
different subbands for the different screening models. The

FIG. 1. Calculated potential profile and squared wave functions of the
GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As QCL sRef. 5d. The Schrödinger and Poisson equations
have been solved over 2p+1=3 stages. For readability, only the central
stage is shown here. The lattice temperature is 44 K, the external applied
field is 12.2 kV cm−1, and the sheet density is 5.631014 m−2. The energy
separation between levels 2 and 3, as well as between states 7 and 8,
matches the polar optic-phonon energy.

TABLE I. Calculated energy separationsD«nm and dipole matrix elements
znm for the transitions of interest.

Transitionn→m D«nmsmeVd znmsnmd

Class A
6→4 14.8 5
10→9 14.8 5

Class B
5→4 11.4 3.8
7→6 5.5 6.4

FIG. 2. The matrix elementV2222 for different screening models as a func-
tion of the wave vectorQ at the beginning of the simulation. Equationss12d
ands13ad–s13dd are applied withg=1. Solid line: without screening, dashed
line: our screening model, dotted line: a single-subband screening model,
dashed-dotted line: inversion of the dielectric matrix considering the ten
subbands of Fig. 1. These three last curves are almost indistinguishable.

FIG. 3. The matrix elementV5665 for different screening models as a func-
tion of the wave vectorQ at the beginning of the simulation. Equationss12d
and s13ad–s13dd are applied with the same parameters as in Fig. 2. Solid
line: without screening, dashed line: our screening model, dotted line: a
single-subband screening model, dashed-dotted line: inversion of the dielec-
tric matrix.
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S3M, frequently used in the literature, e.g., in Ref. 15, is
compared to our model with the polarizability calculated as
described in Sec. II D. For the latter case, we assume that the
four most populated subbands contribute to the screening.
Hence, in the steady state, subbands 1, 2, 5, and 7 have been
used. In the following discussion, these parameters are as-
sumed each time we refer to our screening model. We ob-
serve that the choice of the screening model affects strongly
the populations. Compared to S3M, the use of our model
decreases the population of level 1 from 3.531014 to 1.2
31014 m−2, and consequently the occupancy of other states
increases. As a result of this population redistribution, the
magnitudes of the population inversion phenomena are sig-
nificantly altered. For example, with our model the ampli-
tude of population inversionn5−n4 is about 931013 m−2, ten
times greater than with S3M.

To better understand the influence of electron–electron
scattering, we investigate in Fig. 5 the population of the dif-
ferent subbands with and without carrier–carrier interaction.
One can see that intercarrier scattering strongly influences
the population repartition between the subbands, and leads to
contrasting behaviors concerning population inversions. In-
deed, Class A population inversion phenomena are clearly
enhanced by electron–electron scattering, e.g., the amplitude
of population inversion of the 10→9 transition is about 5
31013 m−2, five times greater than when carrier–carrier in-
teraction is not accounted for. Moreover, this value of popu-
lation inversion shows a reasonably good agreement with
other published results.5,34 On the contrary, carrier–carrier
scattering seems to reduce the possible performance around

1 THz, the population inversion of the Class B transition 7
→6 is about four times smaller with carrier–carrier scatter-
ing than without it. Let us now explain this result on the
basis of scattering lifetimestn→m

int calculated from the simu-
lation, where int labels the interaction mechanism, polar op-
tic spod or electron–electronseed. We find t7→6

ee =5.6 ps,
t7→6

po =53 ps, and a total lifetimet7,1.2 ps. The depopula-
tion of subband 7 is mainly due to direct electron–electron
7→6 transitions. This leads to the repopulation of subband 6
and to a decrease of the population of subband 7 by almost a
factor 2. Thus, the 7→6 population inversion, strongly af-
fected by electron–electron scattering, is onlyn7−n6,3
31013 m−2.

To further investigate the influence of this scattering
mechanism, we present in Fig. 6 the distribution function as
a function of the energy, with and without electron–electron
interaction. When carrier–carrier scattering is not included
fFig. 6sadg, one can observe that the distribution function
presents a quite complex structure, with a number of peaks
presumably related to various thresholds of inelastic transi-
tions. As seen in Fig. 6sbd, with electron–electron scattering,
the distribution function exhibits a smoother shape and, in
particular, the dip for energies slightly above 36 meV
s,"vpod disappears in the presence of intercarrier interac-
tion. Indeed, electron–electron scattering redistributes the en-
ergy in the electron gas, owing to the many degrees of free-
dom in the conservation laws. As reported by many
authors,7,10 carrier–carrier scattering tends to set up a heated
Maxwellian distribution with a given electron temperature
Tn.

We now focus on the calculated electron temperaturesTn

reported in Table II. These values have been obtained at the
end of the simulation following the method described in Sec.

FIG. 4. The occupancy of the different subbands for two screening models.
Only discrete values, shown by the symbols, are meaningful, however, for
readability these symbols have been connected by lines. Circles: our screen-
ing model, squares: single-subband screening model.

FIG. 5. The subband occupancy with and without carrier–carrier scattering.
As in Fig. 4, the symbols represent the different eigenenergies. Circles: with
electron–electron scattering using our screening model, squares: without
electron–electron scattering.

FIG. 6. Distribution function as a function of the energy. The energy refer-
ence of all the curves is the bottom of the first subband:sad without
electron–electron scattering andsbd with electron–electron scattering. Solid
line: the total distribution function, dotted line: distribution function of sub-
band 1, dashed line: distribution function of subband 2.
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II D. Our results clearly demonstrate a hot-carrier regime,
i.e., all electron temperaturesTn are significantly higher than
the lattice temperatureTlatt=44 K. Moreover, one can notice
that the electron temperature depends on the subband and,
for example, is lower for level 6 than for level 1. Compared
to the values obtained without electron–electron scattering,
subband temperatures are higher, showing that carrier–carrier
interaction warms up the distribution. Furthermore, one ob-
serves that subbands 1 and 2 have approximately the same
subband temperature of about 130 K. Electron–electron scat-
tering is partly responsible for the “mutual thermalization”
which occurs between subbands close in energysD«12

=9 meVd, provided they strongly overlap and are signifi-
cantly populated. This is due to so-called “biintrasubband”
scattering processesVnmnm, in the terminology of Harrison.35

For these interactions, both principal and partner electrons
remain in their initial subbands but exchange momentum and
energy, redistributing the kinetic energy among the subbands.

This discussion demonstrates that the magnitude of the
population inversion is very sensitive to electron–electron
scattering through direct intersubband transitions. Moreover,
carrier–carrier scattering strongly influences the distribution
function and, therefore, details of electron dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a method for modeling electron–
electron scattering in Monte Carlo simulation of quantized
systems that is efficient enough to be applied to many-
subband systems such as QCL. The calculation of the very
numerous form factors is tremendously speeded up by means
of a Fourier decomposition procedure. Screening is treated
beyond the single-subband approximation, using a model
which, although quite simple, allows us to describe properly
the behavior of both intra-and intersubband matrix elements
of the Coulomb potential. The screening factors are calcu-
lated self-consistently during the simulation in order to ac-
count for the nonequilibrium nature of the distribution.

We have applied this model to a resonant phonon tera-
hertz QCL. We have demonstrated that this QCL operates in

a hot-carrier regime. Population inversion is strongly influ-
enced by the screening model. We have confirmed the major
role played by electron–electron scattering, which enhances
population inversion at 3.4 THz, but on the contrary, limits
the potential performance near 1 THz. In this regime, we
have found a strong depopulation of the higher laser state
through direct electron–electron transitions, suggesting that
this nonradiative mechanism may strongly hinder the design
of QCL at very long wavelengths.
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n Tn sKd

With ee Without ee
1 131 86
2 129 78
3 106 44
4 78 45
5 123 84
6 90 51
7 126 60
8 90 49
9 45 44
10 88 47
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